SAMPLE PERFORATIONS:

Model PR-10, Model 206, Model 103
PAID

Model PR-10, Model 206 & Model 103
VOID

Model 206 & Model 103
CNCLD

Model 206 & Model 103
PAGADO

※ All the above machines are FIXED LETTERS and not changeable letters.
SAMPLE PERFORATION:

Model 206 & Model 103
CANCELADO or CANCELLED

Model 605, Model 10-605 & Model 112-605
Sizes available for perforations of Letters/Marks/Symbols

PAID in French
PAYE

PAID in Indonesian
LUNAS

Symbol & Letters

※ All the above machines are FIXED LETTERS and not changeable letters.
SAMPLE PERFORATION:

Model 705, Model 10-705 & Model 112-705
Sizes available for perforations of Letters/Marks/Symbols

CANCELLED in Arabic            PAID in Thai

Symbol

※ All the above machines are FIXED LETTERS and not changeable letters.
SAMPLE PERFORATION:

Model 207, Model 208, Model 10-905, Model 10-905L, Model 112-905 & Model 112-905L
8-digits dating/numbering

\[123+31+86 \quad 12345678\]

※ Each digit has from 0 to 9, “ “ (blank) & “+” mark. Therefore you can perforate date & number by the same machine.

10-digits dating/numbering

\[02+02+2002 1234567890\]

※ Each digit has from 0 to 9, “ “ (blank) & “+” mark. Therefore you can perforate date & number by the same machine.

PAID & DATE (8-digits)

\[PAID\]
\[11+25+67\]

※ 1st line: Fixed Letters “PAID”
2nd line: 8-digits dating/numbering

Model 208N, Model 10N, Model 194-911
From 0000001 to 9999999

\[00000001\]
\[99999999\]

※ You can perforate automatically consecutive number from 0000001 to 9999999 and same number.